Conversation started today
4:49pm
Kevin Tilsner
I'm confused... Did I just read you right? On Jill Jorden's page? Are you against Mark Passio now? May I ask why?

4:49pm
Kris Nelson
jill jordan?

4:52pm
Kevin Tilsner
Yeah, she reposted that Sheraden thing about Mark bring a satanist, I saw your name on the comments, talking about
how the "free your mind" videos were no longer free?

4:52pm
Kris Nelson
they arent free

4:53pm
Kevin Tilsner
Since when? Where are they? I haven't bothered to look recently
Which ones?

4:53pm
Kris Nelson
fym4

4:57pm
Kevin Tilsner
You know Passio isn't in charge of that stuff at the moment, right? He founded the conference, yes, but Bob Tuskin is
the dude you should chat with on that?

4:57pm
Kris Nelson
what are u on about?
i say a simple fact: fym videos are not free, and you extrapolate illogical conclusions that ai am against passio
(Y)

5:00pm
Kris Nelson
its liek when u said i was "poisoning the well" when you dont even understand what that means, when i was creating a
simulated analogy to express how in denial someone is to a moral concept, with the analogy of raping boys, the purpose
of a simulated analogy went over your head and you apply an incorrect categorization of what i was doing as a fallacy
of poisoning the well, when it wasnt even that fallacy

5:00pm
Kris Nelson
not thinking right

5:03pm
Kevin Tilsner
It's not illogical, you stated that said videos were not free on a thread that was clearly talking against the man. It's not a
stretch for me to talk to you about this.
What are you going on about?
Why are you brining up such sick shit when I'm asking you a totally different question?
What is wrong with you?

5:05pm
Kris Nelson
wow logic is not strong with u
the thread was talking against thomas sheridan, not passio, try to follow properly
and the issue of you not bieng able to apply logic properly, demonstrated now, and back then, is why i brought up that
issue back then to show how u cant reason properly, but all you see is "Raping boys" and you cant think again, i guess
thats why you couldnt think back then because i made an analogy to raping boys and then rational thinking goes away

5:08pm
Kevin Tilsner
I did follow properly, that woman was talking against Mark. I have zero clue why you are bringing up your sick shit, I'm
not talking about any of that, nor do I understand your strawman.

